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DON’T WORRY ABOUT HAVING
THE RIGHT MATERIAL AS YOU
BEGIN YOUR COLORED PENCIL
JOURNEY.

EVERY COLORED PENCIL ARTIST
HAS THEIR OWN MATERIAL
PREFERENCES.

AS YOU GET MORE PRACTICE,
YOU WILL SOON KNOW WHAT
MATERIALS YOU ARE
COMFORTABLE WITH.

 



To begin, we will go over a list of materials that

have been tested and preferred by myself and

other colored pencil artists. 

Keep in mind that there are many colored

pencils and paper to choose from.

I have minimized it to a basic list of materials

that I have personally used that I think you can

really benefit from.



Colored Pencils

Prismacolor Premier:
These colored pencils are waxed based.

This means they will go down on paper

very smooth. When applying, they will

feel soft and smooth. This is great for

blending. I recommend you buy these

first if you are going to buy in bulk



Prismacolor Premier:

Great for blending

 Vibrant

pigmentation

Not too expensive

to buy in bulk

Great for beginners

Pros: 

Too soft for details

Are not lightfast

(color will fade

over time)

Cons:



Faber-Castell
Polychromos:

These are (believe it or not) are vegetable

oil-based and not waxed based. 

Great for drawing details because they do

not go down so smoothly



Faber-Castell Polychromos:

Great for details

Will stay sharper

longer

lightfast

Pros: 

Not as pigmented

Not great for

covering large

areas fast

More pricey

Cons:



CARAN D'ACHE
LUMINANCE:

These are my favorite colored pencils.

They lay down so smooth (like butter)..

They are a wax based and are high

pigmented but the different between

this and Prismacolor is the material it’s

made of are higher quality so you will

not get as much bloom (pencil dust or

shavings) coming off.



CARAN D'ACHE
LUMINANCE:

Great for covering

larger areas

Great for blending

Lightfast

Highly pigmented

Pros: 

Have to sharpen

often

Super expensive

Cons:



Derwent
Lightfast:

These are oil based, they

are similar to faber-castell but go

down smoother. I like using

Derwent for blending and

smoothing



Derwent Lightfast:

Great for covering

larger areas

Great for blending

Lightfast

Highly pigmented

Pros: 

Have to sharpen

often

Super expensive

Cons:



Choosing the right paper can be

tricky.

 

 Try out a few different types and

see what works for you. 

 

I have come up with a list of paper

that I like to use and that other

colored pencil artists use.

Paper



Bristol smooth
300 series:

 
This paper is great for starting out

It is smooth so there is no tooth, this is

beneficial for

those who are heavy handed and like a

more painted look

Reasonably priced

Cons: it is hard to make the blacks dark

enough, you will

have to press very hard. Cannot draw

white on darks

https://www.amazon.com/Strathmore-Bristol-Smooth-Bound-Sheets/dp/B00254AU8Q/ref=sr_1_5?crid=3JXVQ972GCTL0&dchild=1&keywords=bristol+smooth+paper&qid=1612714705&sprefix=bristol+smooth%2Caps%2C194&sr=8-5


Clairfontaine
pastelmat:

This paper has a lot of tooth, the

benefit for this is that you can

add as many layers as you want

and not ruin the paper

You can press lightly and still

get a lot of pigment

You can also draw white on darks

with this paper

This is a little pricey

Cons:  This will eat your pencil

away if you’re not careful. Can be

time consuming because you

have to build up so many layers

to get the detail

https://www.amazon.com/Pastelmat-12-Sheet-Pad-Buttercup/dp/B002W2GDQY/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=pastelmat&qid=1612714721&sr=8-1


Fabriano hot
pressed 140lb or

300lb watercolor:

This is the paper I use in 140lb

It is expensive and hard to come by

but not as expensive as the 300lb

which is better because it can hold

up a lot of layers

I use this one because it is a good

median between the Bristol smooth

and pastelmat

It has just enough tooth and thick

enough that the paper will not get

ruined with all the layers. 

I like this one a lot because I can

control the pigmentation with my

heavy hand but not hurt my hands as

much

 I also love this paper because you

can get a lot of detail without

spending so much time adding layers

Cons: Not as great for pigmentation

as pastelmat

https://www.amazon.com/Fabriano-Studio-11X14-300G-Shts/dp/B009YVLDMK/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1BR1BTN1Z7KW6&dchild=1&keywords=fabriano+hot+press+watercolor+paper+140+lb&qid=1612714678&sprefix=fabriano+hot+press%2Caps%2C212&sr=8-1


Tools

These tools are my favorite part to

share. Did you know there are many

tools you can use when drawing with

colored pencils? 

 

Many colored pencil artists don’t

always show you how they got such

detailed fur or whitest whites.



Erasers:

Drawing eraser: a kneaded eraser is great for

erasing details and large areas

Electric eraser: I love my electric eraser! You can

purchase these on amazon for a reasonable price.

This helps me erase fine details fast.

 Pencil eraser: I was surprised how much I really

use this one. It is a pencil with an eraser inside

instead of lead. I love using this for quick erases

that are in difficult areas. 

 

 



Sharpeners:

 Hand held pencil sharpener:

These are actually one of the best to

use to get the sharpest point

without eating away at the pencil.

Desk sharpener: You can also use a

crank pencil sharpener with

different sized holes for all colored

pencils. This is a good economic

sharpener that you can have more

control over.

 

 



Electric
sharpener:

 There are lots of electric sharpeners to choose from. I did a little research to find

the perfect one that will fit all the different sized pencils I have. As I was

researching, I saw a lot of expensive ones. Of course I didn’t want to spend that

much money for something that I know would be just as good as less expensive

ones. So I came across one finally! This one has one hole that automatically

adjusts to the size of the pencil and you push down to sharpen instead of pushing

from the side. I haven’t had to complain about it once!



Slice tool:

This is by far my favorite tool. You can use an exacto knife or

a slice tool that is made of ceramic. I will link the sites below. 

This tool can cut through certain layers to create very details

hairs. If you do it right, you can use it to make white hairs too. 

https://www.sliceproducts.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Fiskars-167110-1001-Heavy-Craft-Knife/dp/B001A42CTW/ref=sr_1_7?crid=1W5YQB5JPMXLW&dchild=1&keywords=exacto+knife&qid=1612712081&sprefix=exacto%2Caps%2C232&sr=8-7


White pen: Any white gel pen will work

for drawing in super white sections such

as the reflections in the eyes or thicker

whiskers. Click here to purchase

Pearl burnish: I just got this for Christmas

and have not had a chance to try it out

but it is literally liquid white colored

pencil. You use a tiny brush to draw the

whiskers in or create fine white hairs. 

Whiteners:

White pencil: When drawing on

pastelmat, you can use a white

colored pencil over darks. But with

other paper, you cannot do this.

And this is why you use other tools

such as the slice tool to create

white fur. I use a white pencil all

the time for other reasons I will

explain in another tutorial.

https://www.amazon.com/Uni-Ball-Signo-Broad-Impact-Ink-1-0mm/dp/B00U6UU8YW/ref=sxts_sxwds-bia-wc-rsf-ajax1_0?cv_ct_cx=white+gel+pen&dchild=1&keywords=white+gel+pen&pd_rd_i=B00U6UU8YW&pd_rd_r=8cc39f54-3c8b-4a31-9ae2-7bb881f807f6&pd_rd_w=Or7Yo&pd_rd_wg=t5nTg&pf_rd_p=5c711241-c674-4eef-b21c-fe6add670f33&pf_rd_r=1BGVX40PS4HE5HEC2VWR&psc=1&qid=1612712630&sr=1-1-e30f047d-8e3c-4340-8179-6a77ce88d756
https://artbysafanah.com/pearlburnish/
https://www.amazon.com/Uni-Ball-Signo-Broad-Impact-Ink-1-0mm/dp/B00U6UU8YW/ref=sxts_sxwds-bia-wc-rsf-ajax1_0?cv_ct_cx=white+gel+pen&dchild=1&keywords=white+gel+pen&pd_rd_i=B00U6UU8YW&pd_rd_r=8cc39f54-3c8b-4a31-9ae2-7bb881f807f6&pd_rd_w=Or7Yo&pd_rd_wg=t5nTg&pf_rd_p=5c711241-c674-4eef-b21c-fe6add670f33&pf_rd_r=1BGVX40PS4HE5HEC2VWR&psc=1&qid=1612712630&sr=1-1-e30f047d-8e3c-4340-8179-6a77ce88d756


Blenders:

Solvent: you can use a colorless

mineral spirit and a q-tip or paint

brush to blend your colors. This is

effective in blending large areas.

The downside is that you can use

too much and will not dry well. 

Colorless blender pencils:

Prismacolor has a pencil

that is a colorless wax that

you can apply to blend

your colors together. This is

great for blending details. 

https://www.amazon.com/Gamblin-Gamsol-Odorless-Mineral-Spirits/dp/B00IIWQFO2/ref=sr_1_23?dchild=1&keywords=blending+solvent&qid=1612721875&sr=8-23
https://www.amazon.com/Prismacolor-962-Premier-Colorless-Blender/dp/B002X94T8U/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=prismacolor+blending+pencils&qid=1612721835&sr=8-2


Thank you,

I would love to hear your feedback

laurenklineart@gmail.com

laurenklineart.com

fb: @laurenklineart

ig: @laurenklineart
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https://laurenklineart.com/
https://www.facebook.com/LaurenKlineart
https://www.instagram.com/laurenklineart/

